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THE WHY OF GRAVITY.'

"

I
"O what is gravity due ? What is its cause? Is it

-*- not due to the essential oneness of matter, of all

matter—to its inseparability ; for mat< r is a unit-entity.

We cannot get outside of it or void it. We speak by it,

we hear by it, we live by it, we are it. It is everywhere

always, whether curdled into star-clusters or continents,

whether hard as granite, or soft as water, or thin as air,

or inexpressibly tenuous as ether. It is one universal,

indivisible organic whole, from which not the smallest

particle can ever be separated. We never find, and
never can make, the smallest portion of space matter-

void. Do what we will, matter is doggedly, persistingly,

always present, just as truly as is space itself; refusing

to be shut out from the one solid whole of the all

matter of the universe, or, by any device or force, to be

separated into disconnected parts ; for, thor h it may be

seemingly cut up into discrete portions, ii i ever is so

really, but is only expanded or stretched, or drawn out,

by the energy of steam or powder, compelling it to be

so, for though yielding, when so required, to the energy

that for the moment can enforce compliance, yet, when
this energy has expended itself in the work done by it,

the matter soon returns to its old status quo ante, the

amount of its reaction being, as always, measured by the

amount of its action, and opposite to it. And so no-

thing is ever really lost or gained to the universe, while

all is kept in a state of perennial activity and ceaseless

change—matter unfolding itself in its myriad forms.

Now, Sir Isaac Newton has shown us by his masterful

mathematics, that every minutest portion of matter has

•A]l rights reserved.
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THE WHY OF GRAVITY.

the most indissoluble ties of relationship with every
other portion of it, whether near or far off. Hence tiie

whole of matter is bound up as one indivisible whole by
the most intimate ties. And could we get to Sirius, all

there would be matter still, and all the way to it, and be-
yond it. Physically speaking,

It is the all, " extends through all extent,

Spreads undivided, operates unspent."

And matter can never be separated from all-matter, for
the ties that bind it in the unity of the whole are all-

penetrative, all-pervasive, unbreakable, universal—the
most distant star and every particle in it being bound to
our earth and to every particle in it. As that marvellous
product of our humanity, the great Sir Isaac Newton,
says—and he proved it—" Every particle of matter in
the universe attracts [holds to itj every other particle
with a force directly as its mass, and inversely as the
square of its distance." So intimate is the union of all

matter and of every, the least, particle of it to even
every smallest particle of the whole of matter—such its

sensitiveness throughout the universe—the same essen-
tially in every part,

"As full, as perfect in a hair as heart "

And here I have the audacity to change the great
Newton's expression of " every particle attracts every
particle " into that of every particle is united to every
particle. And the whole may be written thus: " Every
portion of matter in the universe is intimately bound up
with every other portion of matter in the unity of the
whole of matter, according to Newton's proved law of
mass and distance.

But is matter one and inseparable ? Is every particle
of air, every drop of water, every piece of stone, as in-
separable from all matter as a piece of a cube of steel
from the rest of the cube ? Yes. Try to empty a vessel full
of air by holding its mouth downward and shaking it ; it is
of no avail. It is as full as ever. Now fill this vessel
with water and turn it upside down. \V^ell ; we have
got rid of the water, 'tis true, but have we got rid of the
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matter. Far from it ; the vessel is full of matter still ;

of the matter of the air, which has taken the place of the

matter of the water. It is here, as it is always, after

every effort, only an exchange of one kind of matter for

another. We may make a hole in water with our finger,

but on withdrawing it, and as fast as we withdraw it, the

hole closes up again ; but, while there was a hole in the

water when our finger was in it, there was no hole in

matter ; for the matter of my finger was there to take

the place of the matter of the water, and it is only by

the substitution of one piece of matter for another that

we can ever separate one piece of matter from another :

for all matter is fixedly united to all matter by an infinite

series of links—links all-convergent, all-divergent, in-

separable—the great all-sided whole, star to particle

and particle to star equally.

We may, indeed, separate portions of matter to almost

any extent—as a stone from the earth—but only, as I

said, by the substitution of other matter for tlie matter

removed. But by no cunningest device can we get round

Nature. No ; we cannot outwit or humbug or coax her

to be what she is not. By fundamental constitution

she is ever unalterably one—a plenum, a continuum, with

no break or void. Who ever saw a void ? Who ever

saw matter separated from matter with an interval of

void-space b * v een ? With even all the resources of

modern science at our command, the little glass bulbs,

for the carbon filaments of our electric lights, cannot be

made air-void , for even high-vacuum tubes, in spite of

every effort to empty them, still contain " many millions

of air-particles "
; for matter is so indissolubly bound up

with all matter everywhere, that every slightest particle

refuses absolutely to be torn away from the whole of

matter, so strong is the adamantine tie that binds every

particle to every particle everywhere in the unity of the

whole. While, if we could even get rid of the particles

of the air, there would still remain behind in the bulb

the tenuous matter of the ether, leaving matter a con-
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tinuum still. And so matter is all annealed fast together,
the far and the near, all to each, and each to all l,y the
strong ligaments of cohesive force ; and not at all less
really are they welded in one. than are the particles,
with one another, of a bar of steel.

Thus far I have endeavoured to show how indissolu-
bly strong ,s the tie which binds every particle of matter
.n the umverse to every other particle. So great, indeed,
s th,s inherent force of the union of matter with matter,
that to pull apart the particles of a pound of water, we
should have to employ such an a.nount of mechanical
power as ,s equivalent to the raising of fourteen tons to
a height ofone hundred feet." so enormous is the strength
of the cohesive grip that binds them together as in a vice
ol steel Whereas, on the other hand, not all the me-
chanical or other power or enginery of the world com-
bined could avail to so separate these tiny particles fromone another as to leave a void between them. For the
all-mat er of the universe is an integer; and. in the es-
sentiahty of its unity, can never be separated, being by
inherent constitution not many discrete parts, but one
entity in the unity of the whole, and every corner andcranny of nature ,s crowded io the full with the ubiquitous
matter of the universe.

Thus is gravity the cement of the universe, and the
slightest touch at the centre of the mass-and its centre
IS everywhere-is felt pulsing to the outermost rim of
nature, not so much as a rate as a state. As the poet
sings

:

*^

"The spider's touch, how exquisitely fine.
^'e«'s in each thread, and /,W5 ,i/„mM//r //Hf

"

For, though light travels from the sun to us at thealmost inconceivable speed of 187.000 miles a second •

yet what a laggard it is when compared with the travel-
late. If ,t be a rate, of gravity, which bounds over its
90,000,000 of miles in the twinkle of an eye. Of this
gravity Professor O. Lodge writes, that "its force is
practically instantaneous and can scarcely take time on
Its journey, else there would be aberration." And the
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able mathematician, Arago, too, speaks of it as "instan-

taneous" ; and, if matter be a unit—all in one, even this

may lose somewhat of its wonder ; and how marvellous

is matter, which, continuous with everything physical in

the universe, is incessantly throbbing, every particle of

it, with the wholesome energy of unrest. And this

motion, peculiar to itself of every particle, as the spec-

trum and Mr. Lockyer ms'-e known to us— this concate-

nated, all-divergent, sensitive motion of vibration, may
be witnessed by us, conveyed as it is by celestial tele-

e;raphy through the boundless ocean of the omnipresent

ether, from a particle in a star, many billions of miles

away, to the brain and eye of the beholder here on earth,

producing in him the same special vibration of each indi-

v» ,al particle ; for the space occupied by each given

particle in the star and in the eye on earth is an unin-

terrupted continuum, all held together by the tie of the

unity of all matter. And if this were not so ; if the chain

had one severed link anywhere, we could not see the

star. Hence is there no void in matter.

Now, Newton proved that the force of gravity (I pre-

sume to employ here, for gravity, the tie of unity) which

holds a hundred weight to the earth, and which opposes

the energy of our muscles to lift it from the earth, is the

very same force exactly which ties the moon to the earth

and the earth to the sun, by the same invisible, but no

less real, bands of force. And his proofs involve this,

that these bonds can never be severed, though, as I af-

firm, they may be lengthened indefinitely. For as he

has proved every particle in the universe attracts [is

bound up with] every other particle directly as is the

quantity of matter in it, and if one particle has the force

of one particle, then the weight of a whole world of par-

ticles—myriads of myriads of them—would have myriads

of myriads of equal ties, and would be bound with a

proportionately greater amount of force, as we know it

would be, and from this allegiance to the unity of all

matter the smallest and remoteet particle is not absolved.
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Then how unassailably great must be the force of the
sun, himself 500 times greater than our earth and all
the planets rolled into one, and with what a grip of force
must he hold our little world as we might hold a pound.
And hence We may cease to wonder, that in spite of all
the fearful motion-energy of our planet, as she bounds
along with such headlong impetuosity in her onward
course that even she can be easily bridled and restrained
trom breakmg away from all control, held as she is by
the strength of the tremendous grip of every one
of the countless particles of his mass. From the
unity of the whole, then, what could separate our
earth or a single particle of it ? And is not this the
real gravity-this tie of inseparability ? The earth is
stubbornly reluctant to let go a hundred weight that is
bound to her; but refuses absolutely to allow one particle
of her matter, to be separated from all matter, now or
ever. On the ground of this hypothesis, metaphvsics has
no part at all. But to the idea involved in the word
attract," I am not reconciled. Nor was Newton himself

as a real causa causans
; but only as a kind of ad interim'

provision, till such time as might be discovered the true
cause, for which he had sought, but in vain. The word
attract (ad traho) has a metaphysical ring about it as
of a something that refuses to give content, for who can
visualize even in imagination the necessary physical
nexus, or see why a particle in Sirius should attract or
pull towards it a particle on earth and vice versa ; but
that a particle in the one should be bound, by intervening
matter, to a particle of the other in the one great warp-
and-woof of all things, in the veritable unity of a seamless
whole, of which everything can be readily conceived, as
affecting everything, and of everything in return as being
attected by it, (" action and reaction being always equal
and opposite ") as when a pin-prick of the finger is felt
and registered in the brain—this unity seem<: a readily
realizable conception. Is the other equally so ? Now, I
know that manv acute thinkers ' ' --

- 'many feel a great difficulty in
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THE WHY OF GRAVITY. 9

this matter of the attraction of every particle on the earth

by every particle in the sun. It is to many a real pons

asinorum, over which the intellect refuses to be able to

cross. But does not the doctrine of the unity of all mat-

ter afford such an open highway as needs no bridge at all.

But that this subject of gravity may be looked at from

every side, I shall now quote what others have written

on the subject. And first, Humboldt writes, " The
amount of matter in every celestial body gives the amount

of its attractive force, and Newton succeeded in discov-

ering the force from whose action the laws of Kepler

necessarily result "; and Newton himself writes, " The
power of gravity ari from some cause which penetrates

the very centre 01 the sun and planets without any

diminution of its force." Again, writes Helmholtz, " In

gravity we have discovered a property common to all

matter." This is strong language—the language, too, of

experienced, and subtile, and profound thinkers—the very

luminaries of the world of science. Such is gravity,

proved in very deed to be a supreme force in the Uni-

verse, and I only want to learn if its great power is due

to mere attraction, or if it stands always at the very heart

of nature, on its own solid feet, " in se ipso totus," in

single selfhood, owing nothing to anything, a primordial

organic unit, that cannot be separated into disconnected

parts by any power whatever.

I want to see if anything underlies this great power,

gravity, constituting it what it is, and, if so, what it

is that does so. But why disquiet ourselves? Why
not rest content with the observed fact ? Because, as

Professor Tait says, "reason cannot content itself. ....
with a mere series of observed facts we are forced to

inquire into what may underlie them," and the ablest

and most inquisitive minds in the world have, age after

age, thought their time not ill-spent— from Newton to

to-day—in trying to get to th.e root of thi^. matter

—

the

came of gravity. But the great Clerk Maxwell tells us

their pursuit has been fruitless. Of every such theory he
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•' Nat...-e and nature's laws lay hid in night,God said, let Newton be and all was light "
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on this special point. And the question now before us is

this : is the theory of the unity and inseparability of

matter here advanced only a new apple of Sodom from

the fruitful land of dreams ; or does it afford an adequate

explanation of the cause of {gravity
; yea, is not gravity a

very necessity of the constitution of the kind of world

this is ; is it not, a priori, a foregone conclusion, involved

in the conception itself of such a world as ours—a world

in which nothing is unconnected, but every special thing

only a part of a united whole, as united as my hand is to

my head ; and that consequently, whatever seems to leave

it for an instant does not leave it really, but must return,

because the ties of unity cannot be severed.

Thus, we see that the force of gravity, while a great

reality—a thing in itself—is due to the unity, to the abso-

lute inseparability of matter from all-matter, which all-

matter is penetrated through and through, from centre

to circumference by the indissoluble ties of force—so
wholly one is it, that nothing can ever separate even one
smallest particle of it from the sum-total of matter. If

anyone thinks he can do so, let him show it.

But I cannot say that every particle "attracts" every
particle ; for that is something not provable by his math-
ematics, but I do hold that every particle of matter is

bound up with, is knit to, every other particle in the

unity of the whole of matter.

Now, let us suppose two pieces of India-rubber, the one
a tiny cube weighing a pennyweight, the other a cube of a

dozen pounds, and that these cubes have been joined on
to one another, and let us further suppose them severally

stretched by attaching to each of them—the thin penny-
weight end and the great cube-end-a vice by which to draw
them out by the employment of an equal energy of some
kind by which to stretch, and which does stretch, them.
Now, in such a case, while the pennyweight portion

would become largely extended, the thick solid rube
would be but slightly affected. Let us further suppose
that the energy applied to stretch the two bodies has
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to ake then own course, would it not be found thatwh,^ the B,ea. cube was extended very sfowly andshgMly „|„ ,, imperceptibly, the pennyweight portfonon the other hand-stretched to a considerable degree-won d bound back with a quick recoil to its first normalpos,t,on „s reaction being the equal of its action Sotoo, ,n he case of a stone forced above the ear.", by an'energy (and every body above the earth, whether a sL^eon a prcjecng cliff, or a body of water on the sidetf amoun.a.n has at some time been lifted there bv an energvof some k,nd, and is, so, itself now posses'sed of uS
,„ r*' ".'J"

'""^ "' "= '""^y ''" ^Pent i elfn the work done by it andean do no more, then hebody, .f notlnng nterfere to stay it, will bound ;ith sp edo meet the earth, while the great earth itself, too ^In(and scenfsts agree here) move slightly and slowly Iccord,ng to a known law, to meet the sLe ; for .Lughthe l,es of matter to matter are, as such, reciprocXstrong, and those of each ultimate particle for rrna^pa c e equal, yet the incalculably greater number of ,1 eparticles (and. consequently, of the ties) in the vast bodyof the earth, as compared with those of the stone bind.ng the earth to it, renders it correspondingly hard' to bemoved out of ,ts settled normal state o( inerfia ; whereasthe stone w,,hn,flnitely fewer ties or slaying ^ower Iseas.ly and rap.dly moved to a distance. And here wamust agam call to mind, that the stone in the upper ^r

ia^ura 1'
f

'"'* '".°PP"^i"™ '» the pre-existing
natural t,es of matter bmding it to the matter of the

and so had tins energy, that lifted it there, stored up in i,and so was capable-as in the case of a bent bow-ofreturmngor of similarly expending it; i„ short was
"'„

:
° ^."^""f-^f ^-in^, back what had been'M

teen vri.hV .
''°™" "'" ""^'''''ined it havingl-een withdrawn, the stone bounds back to its normal!
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constitutional state. It is all in accord with Newton's

great law of action and reaction—Newton's third law of

motion being this, that " when one body exerts force

upon another body, that other body reacts with equal

force upon the one." But, again, though the force of the

tie of ^ atter to all-matter is never reducible to nil—Sir

Isaac Newton's proofs forbid that—yet a particle in

Sirius, distant many billions of billions of miles, and,

so, as it were, attenuated and weakened by being

stretched, could not have the strength of tie, that a body
on the earth close to it and unstretched would have for

the earth, and, accordingly, Newton's law tells us that,

as the distance diminishes, the force increases (by

squares) as when, conversely, we sei^ that the light of a

candle thrown through a small hole on to a screen, di-

minishes in intensity by squares, as the screen is moved
farther and farther from it, till at length it seems only a

weak, diffused glimmer ; and vice versa. So when we
wish to lift from the ground a weight of a dozen pounds,

the unity of the matter with the matter of the eartij, tying

it to it, demands some power on our part to lift it

;

but if the weight were one of a few hundred pounds, its

ties to the earth being proportionately greater, it would

demand a vastly greater amount of energy to do so.

For every portion of matter in the universe has to all

other matter a force of tie of exactly the same equal

strength as every other equal portion of matter has; but,

of course, profoundly modified by distance or nearness.

For, though the sun has by countless billions of billions

more ties of force than the weight, yet the immeasurably

greater nearness of the weight to the earth than to the

sun gives the weigiit a far more than countervailing ad-

vantage, and hence it falls to the near earth instead of

falling into the infinitely greater mass of the distant sun
;

for the great Newton's law of " inverse squares " comes
in here to outweigh the greater number of the threads of

tie so abnormally stretched (and, so, weakened by being

so stretched,) to the vast distance of over 90,000,000 of
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prehended, is for me a great reality—one of the two great
powers, (Matter and Energy) that between them rule the
cosmos, and, by their ceaseless antagonisms, keep things
going, in a state of wholesome activity. But some one
may say, how ridiculous, how grotesque, a lump of India-
rubber drawn out to explain the world. It is enough
to make one laugh. But, I reply, ";/o« saik est risii

didiicere rkium," and a laugh or sneer is not always the
highest proof of highest wisdom. But Lord Kelvin uses
it, too, and even shoe-makers wax to the same end ; and
why not ?

Now, Clarke Maxwell, who by his own great achieve-
ments, has won the open ear of the world to listen wil-
lingly to what he says, and who has had the advantage
of the matured thinking of all the profou.id and subtile
minds who preceded him from Newton's day to the pre-
sent, to give precision to his own judgment, and who
believes fully in the infallibility of Newton's great law,
yet expresses it by a new formula, thus : " Between
every pair of particles there is a stress of the nature of a
tension "

; and this, to-day, is, I conceive, the way in
which physicists regard the matter. Now, though he is in
full agreement with Newton, he puts Newton's concep-
tion into a new form of words. And though he does not
tell us why there is this "stress and tension," yet his for-
mula seems to bring the matter more in sight—more
nearly in accord with the theory of gravitation, which I
have ventured to propose. For '« stress and tension"
can scarce exist per se in isolated unrelation to anything.
In void space they could not exist (with nothing to
attach themselves to.) Indeed, could exist only as
" stress and tension " between something and something,
involving the necessary concept of something at both
ends to keep the line between the pairs of particles
taut. As when a string is held strained between two
fixed points. Now the " pairs " of particles in the uni-
verse are countless billions multiplied by countless bil-
lions, between " each pair " of which (up and down,
and backward and forward and crosswise) there are
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cupied by current ideas ot the inherent force of attraction
of all matter for all-matter, may ask if this case of the
loadstone is not a clear instance of attraction of matter
for matter by direct natural endowment. To this I reply,
no. The loadstone does not really (but only seems to)
attract iron to it. "Terrestrial magnetism is due,"
Lord Kelvin tells us, " to the greatness and rotation of
the earth." " Any linear current of electricity," says
Professor Lodge, "magnetises at right angles to it every-
thing that surrounds it." And Ampere says, " around
each molecule of a magnet a current circulates in planes
perpendicniar to the axis of each molecule ; and magnet-
ism is nothing more than a whirl of electricity; and an
electric whirl exists in every magnet and in every part of
it, and is the cause of its properties. A magnet is merely
an assemblage of polarized particles." In a whirlpool of
electricity iron fillings will be sucked up, and, if the elec-
tric charge be made strong enough, pieces of iron will be
drc ,n up into it, but this is not attraction, but only
something incidental to the electric vortex, which by its
power and velocity whirls them up into itself. But this
whirling motion is no more attraction in any proper
sense of the word than can that of the many scattered
sticks and straws on the edge of a whirlpool, when get-
ting sucked into it, and so whirled into contact with one
another, be called the attraction of sticks and straws for
sticks and straws, or of these for water ; so " things are
not always what they seem." So, too, gravity, real and
omnipotent as it is—one of the two coequal powers of
the universe—may be found, if we look behind and below
mere phenomena, not to stand iu regal isolation by right
divine, the one great incomprehensible over-lord, but may
be only the necessary outcome of the primordial con-
stitution of things, owing to the essential unity of all things.

Now, Newton did not believe that gravity was of it-

self a force so boundlessly dominant by virtue of native
constitution, that it could overleap empty space ; though
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space, as compared with the water, it floats ; but if hav-
ing more particles in the same space, ix., if having more
ties binding it to the great earth, it sinks. A cannon-ball
lying on the earth is tied to it by gravity, but on being
shot upward from the earth by the energy of powder,
it is stretched, elongated, doignhl to a certain height
before it begins to fall. Now, I wish to represent to
myself and to you what takes place on this oc-
sion. The ball is held to the earth by Newton's
law of mass {i.e., of the number of particles that
compose that mass) and by that other " law of inverse
squares," which, since the ball is on the earth, gives it

great force. Now, the ball is driven upward by the
motion imparted to it by the separating and expanding
motion of the molecules of the propelling powder, in oppo-
sition to the mutual forces of the gravitation of the earth
and of the ball combined, while every tie of the earth
and of the ball holds it down opposingly. Let us represent
to ourselves the tie of gravity, that holds the great earth
and the ball together—a tie strong in the exact propor-
tion to the quantity of matter in both. A stone forced
from the earth into the upper air by an energy is yet tied
to the earth—really tied to it, as a consequence of the
essential oneness and inseparability of all matter, which
is a universal integer, an undivided, indissoluble whole,
that no power on earth has ever been able to break up
into unconnected parts or to create a vacuum there, its

native build forbidding that. And the stone is the more
strongly tied to it and by it, by reason of the immeasur-
ably greater mass of the earth with its consequent in-
numerably greater number of ties—the more the matter
the more the ties, the more the inertia—and these ties are
further strengthened by the nearness of the two bodies to
one another, in accordance with Newton's law of inverse
squares. But when an energy {e.g., the separative energy
of powder) forces the stone above the earth, in spite of the
restraining, but ever yielding, ties of matter, those ties are
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I

I do not regard our world either in its axial oi orbital
movements, as slipping through or sliding under our at-
mosphere, but as carrying it with it as itself moves ; so
may I not believe that any portion of that ether which is

never absent anywhere, interpenetrating all parts of all
bodies, is ever severed from the whole body of it ; but
that the ether, infinitely light and tenuous " one million
times lighter than our atmosphere here" is not split up
or disrupted by our planet or by any other body, but
only accompanies them ever. It is true that [.ord Kel-
vin may not hold this view. Still, he is hardly assertive
of the contrary, but only says that " perhaps the lumi-
niferous ether is split up by a comet passing thrcjgh it."
But here he only says "perhaps." And, though h again
speaks of " cracks in the ether." yet all this I relc^ ite to
the limbo of unverified hypotheses. He himself tells us
he looks on it as " hardly more than a vague scientific
dream." Still, he holds that " the ether itself is a scien-
tific reality." Even the material of Encke's comet, "

if

forty-five billions times less dense than air at atmosph ric
pressure," is still continuous. May it not be that through
the ether (inconceivably light and perennially elastic as
It is) continuous without a break, no body ever passes

;

but that it yields, and yields always, with less resistanre
than even the film of a soap-bubble. So may we con-
ceive of the ether, which, if left to itself, simply, i.e., r
no energy keeps it strained, must spring back elastically.
and, so, fulfil Newton's law of reaction being the equal of
action. And if, as we know, the great sun in his onward
journey through space draws along with him all the
planets, satellites and comets of his proper system, why
not draw with him him the ether, too ? And, if our
world carries with it through the heavens its " cloud of
all-sustaining air," why not carry the ether also ? From
the centre of nature—and its centre is everywhere—to
the utmost bounds or no bounds of the Universal All,
gravity rules over mass and particle equally ; for the ties
of matter to matter are so universal and unbreakable,
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Of Le Sage's theory of push, even if there be allowed
to be in the universe those ever flying corpuscles, Nicola
Tesla says, that coming from all directions, they would
neutralize one another, and could, so, have no effect.

Let me add, too, that Newton himself disavowed a push
theory.

Now, a body, as we have seen, driven out of a state

of rest by an energy will react with equal force —New-
ton's third law of motion being this, "that when one body
exerts force upon another body, that other body reacts

with equal force upon the one." And so, when a cannon
ball is driven upward by the separative energy of powder,
and when the powder has expended its separative heat-

energy, in the work done by it, in lifting the ball, then
at length comes into play, reactively, the opposite influ-

ence acting on it, and it begins to fall, with accelerated

motion, stage by stage, corresponding exactly to that
with which it had, stage by stage, ascended, and when it

strikes the earth and can go no further its molar motion,
as a single body, is converted into molecular or heat-
motion, and so, as it had begun in separative heat-

motion, so it ends, too, in separative heat-motion, and so
action and reaction are seen to be equal and oppoiiite.

But we must ever bear in mind that this elasticity of the
ether is a state of the ether, a property of it and of every
molecule of it always ; and Lord Kelvin tells us, that, un-
less the perfect elasticity of the ultimate molecules of
matter be admitted, the doctrine of the conservation of
energy could not be maintained. But elasticity is not
something new imparted to the ether ab extra (as motion-
energy may be imparted to matter) but is an ever inex-

haustible property of it

—

its own inherently and always,
though a secondary one. This is true, for matter is one
and inseparable. And gravity, truly interpreted, is the
refusal of any one particle of the all to separate itself

from the unity of the whole—but must return—no rebel

particle anywhere.
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^M

question, as himself tells us. Yet if all matter be, as it is,

always one, an indivisible whole, the cannon ball resting

on the earth and shot upward is not really severed from the
earth, but only eloigned from it for a second; for if reaction
be the opposite and equal of action {i e., of the energy that
carried it up) then as it seems to me, the cause of gravity is

answered ; that is, the ball must return to the earth which
it had been forced (apparently) to leave for an instant.

It was thus that having lighted on a conception, which, I

could not help thinking, had its great trunk-root deep
down in the lowest soil of Nature, and which was draw-
ing its nutriment, not from a mere sapless "conceptus
mathematicus" but whose smallest and remotest fibres

to employ the strong words of Newton himself—had
"penetrated to the very centre of the sun planets ;" and
if action and reaction are equal and opposite, then the
ball, whenever it had reached the end of its tether, must,
I conceived, come back to its status quo ante, and so
the cause of gravity, seemed to me to stand fully revealed.
And Newton's "concept" worked out by him with a
power and a brilliancy almost super-human in its massive
grandeur and completeness, being now b^ised on reality,

on the very underlying catisa causans itself, which he had
been always seeking, but which, though never losing full

faith in its existence as a great reality, he had never been
able to visualize in idea—but, being now made known, all

his mathematics stand for ever sure. Through his great
penetrative genius, it was to him "the evidence of things
not seen."

Now let me put, in the place of the elastic air and
ether, which we cannot see, a thin screen or sheet of
elastic india-rubber which we can see, and can observe
how it acts; and let us suppose, further, this rubber held
firmly to the ground, though a foot or two above it, and
with a thin veneer of wood a couple of feet square, under
the rubber. Then let an energy of some kind—steam, or
powder—be put under the veneer. Now, as the expanding
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energy presses against the wood, and the wood against

o e" rio ; '•"'^^r'^P^"'^ ^'^^^'^^"^' -^ -"''n-

oon as the en"^
'' ''" '""^^ " unexpended. But assoon as the energy ,s spent in the work done in the ex-

reaction being the opposite and equal of action-theS !° '°-.^'^""v stored up potentially in the rubberfor the enegy imparted to anything is stored up in thebody to which It has been imparted) begins to act in a

^^:K::^\;l::ft:a rr ^^"^'

"

''-' ^^^
mm. ^ ' "^'' ^^^°^^ expanded, and the

to i sZ" ^""'^""-Jf'-'-aHy bn-ngs down'.he woodto Its first position. r/„i, then, and not tlie attractionof matter for matter, of wl.ich „e know nothingand ofwhich Newton knew nothing
; but only (on certaingrounds

v^u>na ly bn.lt up h,s magnificent scheme of the cosmos.7-te as I have been endeavouring to show, is the real(.hough misnamed) gravity, which, besides being sol div

harinTiL , r* 'k"""""' " '^ "'= "^» of ' bodyhaving had to leave the earth, under compulsion againreturning to ,t because it m„st-al„ays must, so l^nf^
cr rpl'rtr

'

A
'™'"°

nr- """ ^^''^"^'^ "'"<«-
Crete parts. A cannon ball shot skyward never reallvleaves the earth behind it, but is held to it ever by te
of auta t'e'r';'''

n ''"^' "=^ "' '"^ ""-verabL Jn^on

T,r^l,T '
'""'='• "'"'='' '^ '^''P'ble of being^t, etched to any required length, but cannot be rupturldso as to leave a v.id between, as Faraday says, " We canno. procure a space perfectly free from ma.'e "^L,"

mllh '",,1"; *''''" "'""'' '=" "=• '"=" '•" 'ha

naustion, there are " many millions of air particles "
Now Newton himself writes that the theory of aiTrac on^hich in his hands, answered so admirably as a good work'ng hypothesis, ye, failed to satisfy him.' He regarded

it'

3
I

as

^W"».iw*\um^(^^
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•f attraction,

I good work-

regarded it

as "only a mathematical concept"

—

"matliematicus duntaxit

conceptus"—and said further, that the grounds of these

"properties of gravity he had not yet been able to deduce,'

nor, for the two centuries since, has any one been able

to do so; and yet the cause of gravity was, all the time,'

as simple as it was near to each of us. And, if the theory

I propose be true, then this mystery of the ages will be

resolved, while the powerful mathematical reasoning of

this wonderful man, founded, as it will be, on the solid

truth of things, will lose no whit of its force, and satis-

fied reason will rest henceforth content. What Newton
did is to me simply marvellous. Of him his great per-

sonal foe, Leibnitz, affirme 1 that " taking mathematics

from the beginning of the world to the time when Newton
lived, what he had done was much the better half."

A stone lying on the earth, and a stone separated from

the earth {i.e. above it) are in two wholly different physi-

cal states. The first is inert, cannot move itself: the

other has stored up in it the energy that lifted it to where
it is, and through this energy (nov its own energy) it can

react oppositely, as could a stretched india-rubber string.

So, too, a piece of india-rubber has itself no energy, but

when stretched, it has in it the energy of the stretcher,

and owing to this imparted energy it can, when left to

itself, react. It was through not seeing this that that

very able man, Professor Tait and his fellows made their

very serious mistake of making all energy (kinetic and
potential), only kinetic—indentifying, as Grant Allen has

pointed out, "energy with motion instead of with separ-

ation," (or with the energy that caused the separation)

"as if kinetic energy were the normal form, and potential

energy a peculiar manifestation of it," whereas potential

energy, as in the case of a bent bow, is the real parent and
cause of all energy. And a stone forced from the earth into

the upper air by an energy is yet really, tied to the earth,

as a consequence of the essential oneness and insepar-

ability of all matter, which no power on earth has ever-
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been able to break up into unconnected parts or to createa vacuum th re-its native build forbidding that! And

^ea on of the immeasurably greater mass of the e^rth

C when°""'""'
innumerably greater number of tTesBut when an energy (e.g., the separative energy of nowdei) forces the stone above the earfh in •» ?

T"

are^neve,. r.,u,re,. and ,„e s.one .aturns .^ .he ea'^:

»I,.!!°T'
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was far more than this, for he felt in every fibre of his

being that there was an underlying cause, ever present

and resistless, to which all the marvellous power of

gravity was due—a power, he tells us, " that penetrated

to the very centre of the sun and the planets [and of al

suns and all planets] without any diminution of its

force ;" and in this I conceive there was something

better than the attraction of matter, even the very union

itself of all matter with all matter—a union organic, insepa-

rable, eternal. And this unwavering faith that there was
a cause adequate to sustain the whole weight of all phe-

nomena was the really essential thing, and he accordingly

proceeded with his great monumental work ; knowing,

as he did, that in the background of everything was the

true reality—the great causa causans—which compelled

them to be, as his mathematical genius had shown them
to be. What matter, then, if, knowing not what the

special cause was, his undoubting faith was that such a

cause existed. But to return. Even that prince of

physicists, Faraday, was so misled as to seek for the

cause of gravity among the energies, and, at a late period

of his life, to make electricity responsible for gravity
;

and, to that end, presented a paper on the subject to his

fellows of the Royal Society. But his paper was after-

wards withdrawn, at the instance, I think, of Sir George
Stokes, as little likely to add to the great man's repu-

tation.

Now, this question of stored up energy is of such deep
importance in our present inquiry, that, even at the risk

of being tedious, I must again dwell on it. A stone lying

on the earth is in a state of inertia ; it cannot move itself,

it is devoid of energy ; but, if lifted above the earth by the

energy of my arm, it has my energy in it ; and, owing to

the possession of this energy, it can move. Again, if I

fling a stone at anything, my energy is in the flying stone

now become the stone's energy; and if a pane of glass or

the face of a man stands in the way, it or he will experi-
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ence the effect of the stone's energy-an energy which Ihad .mparted to it. Thus it is that the energy'in^p rted

And so t IS that a stone on the earth and a stone abovethe earth are :n wholly different states physically. Theone cannot act; the other can.
^

In the first part of this little brochure, I sought more
particularly to show that Jl the matter of the Univ rewas by prmiordial constitution, one and inseparable-

And the same lesson .s impressed on .me when I look atan object near or far; at a flower near me or a star anjWhon million of miles distant. Now. what really tL e
P a e ,n such a case ? Is it not this, vibration after vi!

of the i' i" •! f"' '•"'• °' ^^^ "'^^•^ intermediate matterof the mfimtely tenuous, ubiquitous ether; link after linkan unbroken chain from flower and star to the sensitivebra.n cells, wh.ch thrill responsive with similar vibrations

very object seen and recorded
; just as a photographic

plate must passively receive and represent the objectpresented to U ? But, were only oneU of the vibra
"g

matter severed from the rest by a vacuum, neither flow^nor star could be seen by the spectator, for matter mu"
alwatfir^^Tr''^"' ^ '"^' ^"^^'^«^^' j-^ - -^"er

writes
«'

h. ' '' '"'P'"*' "'""^'" 't^^^f' P'°f- Taitwrites, the conservation of matter means this, that, dowhat we may. we cannot alter the mass or quantity c^f a

C^o" 1?":••
'^^r ^'^"^^ '^^ ^--' ^'--•-

entuely alter Us appearance and properties; but itsquanity remains unchanged The'only ot'herli g

isi^ mTtti"re^r'l'r^T''" ^'^ ---
-rTaif .n^ 5 ,

^^ * ' •
the other objective reality."

i-rofessor Lodge, "a radiant force emitted from the sunwith the vebc tv of hVlif" tv^^ i

"•" me sun
'>^ oi ngnt —ib7,ooo miles a second—"the
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force experienced would come from a point a little in

advance of the sun, and, so, there would be aberration.

But gravity appears to be practically instantaneous." So,

too, writes Arago ; for is not gravity, indeed, a state of

matter, which forbids any real separation—that "feels in

each thread and lives along the line," a oneness all-per-

vasive, whose centre is everywhere always ? But return-

ing to the question of the necessity for the continuity of

intervening vibrating matter between us and flower or

star in order to our seeing them at all, and, therefore, of

the necessity of the continuity of the matter itself that

vibrates, I add that, just as in the case of a chain of many
links fastened to a log with a horse at the other end at-

tached to it to draw it, the rupture of a single link would
render the purpose of the chain as unavailing, as if the

chain had been wholly absent. But matter is one, insep-

arable, continuous ; united to the matter that goes before

and which comes after, and with all the matter all round
of the universe everywhere. Hence is universal gravity

a universal necessity.

When a pendulum-bob, attached to a given point by
a string, and in a state of rest or inertia, is carried round
by the hand a quarter of a circle from its place of repose,

and then allowed to take its own natural course, it moves
half a circle round in the opposite direction, owing to the

energy that first lifted it having been imparted to it, and,

so, been laid up in it as its own energy. This acquired

energy then carries it back again to the point from which
it had first started, and so (if nothing in the point from
which it was suspended, has impeded it, and if the air

be regarded as eliminated) it would continue to repeat its

motion forward and backward, action and reaction being

equal and opposite, and the energy renewable and renew-
ed at every swing of the bob. Now the bob, you will ob-

serve, when it falls, does not fall passively, but actively,

compelled at the end of each swing indifferently, when it

had reached the end of its tether, tc swing back again
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stored up n ,t for a new start. Now let all tliis be carefully we.fihed i„ all its bearings o„ the current ic eas ofR.av.ta ,on. and let unprejudiced judgment say to whiclhe scale .ncl.nes. And, ./ what, in this little treaUshave wruten on gravity-its mode and cause-be Lhe whole quest.on will have to be carefully reconsid d

vithT.T'r '"^ '' ^'^ P"^'''^' '-'-^ -"-'e n^ysel^w.th the thought-;^«n. am ,na,.n-tU,t even the great

ought to have been. Sir Willir.n) Petty, a very cleverman and a Co Fellow with Newton of tL Royal So Itwrote of h.m thus: " Poor Mr. Newton. I l,ave not mew.th one man who put an extraordinary value on hbook "-the immortal Principia-" I would g ve fivehundred pounds to have been the author of it/' Evenhe able Huygens thought it strange that Newton shouldhave wasted so much ,.od mathematics on a theory Jh

'

seemed to h.m, on the face of it, " absurd." But. wftlouthorough fa>rnessofmind and clearness of iudgmntvengrea mathematical ability can prevent no man fromgreatly mistaken views. " It has been the good fortune '

wntes Ta.t, h.mself a great mathematician. «'of but a ve''yfew even amongst the most gifted of mathematicians to beable to thread their way in safety tnrough the countless

able till they have done their worst in every part ofevervregion of this fascinating domain."
-^ ^^ ' ^

°» every

Mathematics, ever since the times of CopernicusKepler. Galilei and Newton, has held a deservedly IWghplace in the estimation of mankind, and when in L appropnate sphere of spacial relations can. in the hands ofa rea master, do wonders, as it has done in the past butouts.de of that sphere, I would far more trust a Faradayw.h h.s keen observations and experimental tests, than l'would any mathematician without them. " Faraday,"
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says Lord Kelvin, " without mathematics, divined the

results of mathematical investigation, and, what has

proved of infinite value to the mathi.inaticians tliem-

selves,'he has given them an articulate language in which

to express their results." And Clerl. Maxwell allowed

that Faraday's mode of proceeding by experiment was a

method superior to his own, the mathematical. And
Huxley says, I think, somewhere that, after all, you get

nothing in such cases out of mathematics but v/hat you

first put into them, or something to that effect. And we
should always bear in mind what Professor Tait warns us

of, "the countless traps and pitfalls which lurk un-

noticed," in mathematics, " even by the most gifted."

Energy is a power which bodies have owing to their

separation, but which they have not, but lose in the act

of combination. A compound, then, is a body that

having parted with its energy is passive, inert. The ele-

ment fluorine is so energetic that it can scarcely be held

in almost any vessel as a single substance, so bent is it

on combining with the material of the vessel got to hold

it
;
yet when combined with lime as a fluoride of calcium

how tame it is. As fluor or Derbyshire spar how very

ineJt. Water, too, one of the most perfect of com-

pounds is unenergetic—a slave to every impression

made on it by any outside energy. Yet when water is

resolved into its elementary constituents (oxygen and

hydrogen, each in an unlike polar state—the oxygen

negative, and the hydrogen positive—how energetic they

are: separated by electric energy into single elementary

bodies they have, as in all such cases, stored up in each

of them the energy that se()araled them, and when they

again, owing to their opposite polarites, combine, they

give up their energies, and are hencetorth, as being a

compound, inert. As Herbert Spencer says, during "the

combination of oxygen and hydrogen there is an un-

paralleled evolution [and loss] of heat."
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Now, in contravention of Grant Alhn'e fj
energy is senarafiv^ .. „ ^ ^"^" ^ tli€ory, that

mists tell us thaf m,n ,.

^y"amite. Now, che-

it as a mixture (Z gutLef T„" ,

'"
'f

'"^'"''

of then, are not comZnnds at all b I

^ ^'^ '""'

their way to becoming"^ such \vt'„ .1 " °"
several elements rsfill in ,k •

"""'' ^<"'^'^>
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, emi X""'': "t ="""' '"'"•
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the newer or struct, rM.T^'^'-
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state i,-a, chemica T"""'"-
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thereby o energy '.t„d7„r'r'"™'™« "•» '»-
pound. Still no bod?' °""^ "' " '^ "o «n.
bereft of heltrerg;'

'" """^ ""''' " "" ="^-l>"ely
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counter to ordinarv hZ, r
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wholly new s.a"dLoi„t R J'""""'
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our estimation cerWn vet'L
"' "' "'°'' "°' '^^ ""^ °'

often vex the somuT
"='> "^y-an passions, which too
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